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De Rham theorem for Schwartz functions on Nash
manifolds.
Luca Prelli
Abstract
In [2] the authors proved the de Rham theorem for Schwartz func-
tions on affine Nash manifolds. Here we simplify the proof and gener-
alize their result to the case of non affine Nash manifolds.
1 Introduction
In [2] the authors proved analogs of the de Rham theorem on affine Nash
manifolds for de Rham complexes with coefficients in Schwartz functions
and generalized Schwartz functions. Using that they proved a version of the
Shapiro lemma for Schwartz functions on affine Nash manifolds.
In this paper we generalize their de Rham theorem to the case of non
affine Nash manifolds, using different techniques. Let M be a Nash man-
ifold. The de Rham theorem states that the cohomology of the de Rham
complex with Schwartz coefficients DRSpMq is isomorphic to the compact
support cohomology ofM . Instead of considering the de Rham complex with
Schwartz coefficients we consider the de Rham complex with coefficients in
generalized Schwartz functions DRGpMq and prove that its cohomology is
isomorphic to the cohomology of M . Then we obtain the result by duality.
In order to do that we need some sheaf theory and the notion of restricted
topology onM , roughly speaking, we only consider semi-algebraic open sub-
sets and finite covers. With this topology, generalized Schwartz functions
are acyclic with respect to global sections and DRGpMq is quasi-isomorphic
to the complex RΓpM ;RM q of global sections of the constant sheaf. This
is known to be quasi-isomorphic to DR´8pMq, the de Rham complex with
coefficients in generalized functions. By duality we obtain that DRSpMq is
quasi-isomorphic to DRcpMq, the de Rham complex with compact support
and its cohomology is isomorphic to the compact support cohomology ofM .
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2 Restricted topologies and sheaves.
Let M be a topological space. We denote by ModpRq the category of R-
vector spaces and by ModpRM q that of sheaves of R-vector spaces on M .
For classical sheaf theory we refer to [7]. The following results are extracted
from [5] and [9]. Let us consider a family T of open subsets of M satisfying:
p›q
$’&
’%
(i) T is closed under finite unions and intersections and ∅ P T ,
(ii) any U P T has finitely many connected components P T ,
(iii) T is a basis for the topology of M.
We may associate to T a Grothendieck topology, called the restricted
topology, in the following way: a family U “ tUiui in T is a covering of
U P T if it admits a finite subcover. We denote by ĂM the associated site.
A sheaf on ĂM is a functor (presheaf) F : T op Ñ ModpRq satisfying the
following gluing conditions: for each U P T and for each covering U of U in
T the sequence
0Ñ F pUq Ñ
ź
UiPU
F pUiqÑ
ź
Uj ,UkPU
F pUj X Ukq
is exact. We call ModpRĂM q the category of sheaves of R-vector spaces on ĂM .
Let ρ : M Ñ ĂM be the natural morphism of sites. The direct image
ρ˚ : ModpRM q Ñ ModpRĂM q is defined by ρ˚F pUq “ F pUq. It is a fully
faithful functor.
Definition 2.1 A sheaf F on ĂM is T -flabby if the restriction F pUq Ñ F pV q
is surjective for each U, V P T with U Ě V .
The family of T -flabby sheaves is injective with respect to the functor
ΓpĂM ; ¨q. Hence, for each F P ModpRĂM q, one may compute the cohomology
of RΓpĂM ;F q, the right derived functor of ΓpĂM ; ¨q, by considering a resolution
0 Ñ F0 Ñ F1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ of F and by taking the cohomology of the complex
ΓpĂM ;F‚q.
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3 Nash manifolds.
In this section we recall the definition of Nash manifolds, following [3], [10]
and [1].
Recall that a semi-algebraic subset of Rn is a subset defined by a finite
number of polynomial equations and inequalities, or any finite union of such
sets. A function is said to be semi-algebraic if its graph is semi-algebraic.
We shall need the following two properties of semi-algebraic subsets, for
which we refer to [3]: (i) an open semi-algebraic subset has a finite number
of connected components, (ii) thanks to the triangulation theorem, an open
semi-algebraic subset has a finite cover consisting of semi-algebraic open
subsets.
Definition 3.1 (i) A Nash function from an open semi-algebraic subset
U Ď Rn to an open semi-algebraic subset V Ď Rm is a semi-algebraic C8-
function. The ring of R-valued Nash functions on U is denoted by N pUq.
A Nash diffeomorphism is a Nash bijection whose inverse is also Nash.
(ii) A semi-algebraic subset M Ď Rn is said to be a Nash submanifold
of Rn of dimension d if, for every point x P M , there exists a Nash diffeo-
morphism φ : U Ñ U 1, where U is an open semi-algebraic neighborhood of
the origin in Rn and U 1 is an open semi-algebraic neighborhood of x in Rn,
such that φp0q “ x and φppRd ˆ t0uq X Uq “ M X U 1. A Nash function
from a Nash submanifold M of Rm to a Nash submanifold N of Rn is a
semi-algebraic C8-function.
In order to define Nash manifolds we need the following.
Definition 3.2 Let M be a topological space and let T be a family of open
subsets of M satisfying p›q. A R-space is a pair pM,OM q where OM is
a subsheaf of R-algebras over ĂM of the sheaf of real-valued functions. A
morphism between R-spaces pM,OM q and pN,ON q is a morphism of sites
f : ĂM Ñ rN , such that the induced morphism of sheaves maps ON to OM .
Take for M a Nash submanifold of Rn and for T the family of all open
subsets of M which are semi-algebraic in Rn. Then T satisfies p›q. For
any subset U P T of M we take the algebra N pUq of Nash functions. This
defines a sheaf on ĂM .
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Definition 3.3 (i) An affine Nash manifold is an R-space which is isomor-
phic as an R-space to a closed Nash submanifold of Rn. A morphism between
two affine Nash manifolds is a morphism of R-spaces between them.
(ii) A Nash manifold is an R-space pM,NM q which has a finite cover
pMiq by open sets Mi such that the R-spaces pMi,NM |Miq are isomorphic as
R-spaces to affine Nash manifolds. A morphism between Nash manifolds is
a morphism of R-spaces between them.
By the open semi-algebraic subset of a Nash manifold we mean its open
subset in the restricted topology. We shall need the following result (Remark
I.5.12 of [10]).
Theorem 3.4 Any Nash manifold can be covered by a finite number of open
submanifolds diffeomorphic (as Nash manifolds) to Rn.
We end the section with this lemma about the cohomology of the constant
sheaf. Denote by RM (resp. RĂM ) the constant sheaf on M (resp. ĂM).
Lemma 3.5 (i) The adjunction morphism RĂM Ñ Rρ˚RM is an isomor-
phism. (ii) In particular RΓpM ;RM q » RΓpĂM ;RĂM q.
Proof. (i) Since the problem is local in ĂM , it is enough to prove the
isomorphism on a finite cover of M , so by Theorem 3.4 we may assume
M “ Rn. Recall that T is the family of open semi-algebraic subsets of M .
piq
a
We first prove that Rkρ˚RM “ 0 if k ‰ 0. First note that, since ρ˚
sends injective objects to injective objects, we have RΓpU ;Rρ˚RM q »
RΓpU ;RM q for each U P T . It is enough to prove that each U P T has
a finite cover tUiu in T such that H
kpUi;Rρ˚RM q » H
kpUi;RM q “ 0
if k ‰ 0. This follows from the fact that, thanks to the triangula-
tion theorem, each U P T has a finite open cover consisting of con-
tractible semi-algebraic subsets and sections of the constant sheaf on
contractible open sets have cohomology concentrated in degree zero
(Corollary 2.7.7 of [7]).
piq
b
It remains to prove that ρ˚RM » RĂM . This follows from the fact that
each open semi-algebraic subset has a finite number of connected com-
ponents and when U P T is connected ΓpU ; ρ˚RM q » R » ΓpU ;RĂM q.
(ii) Since ρ˚ sends injective objects to injective objects we haveRΓpM ;RM q »
RΓpĂM ;Rρ˚RMq » RΓpĂM ;RĂM q. l
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4 De Rham complex with Schwartz coefficients.
For the notions on topological vector spaces we shall need now, we refer to
[6]. A short exposition can be also found in the Appendix A of [4].
Definition 4.1 We call a complex of topological vector spaces admissible if
all its differentials have closed images.
We will need the following classical facts from the theory of nuclear Fre´chet
(FN) and dual nuclear Fre´chet (DFN) spaces.
Lemma 4.2 Let C‚ “ 0Ñ C0 Ñ C1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Cn Ñ 0 be a complex of FN
spaces (or DFN spaces). Denote by C 1‚ the dual complex.
(i) Suppose that C‚ is admissible. Then the dual complex C
1
‚ is also ad-
missible and HkpC‚q
1 » H´kpC 1‚q.
(ii) Suppose that C‚ has finite dimensional cohomology. Then C‚ is ad-
missible.
In [1] the authors defined, for any Nash manifold M , the FN space SpMq
of Schwartz functions. When M is a closed affine Nash submanifold of Rn,
a C8-function s belongs to SpMq if Ps is bounded for any algebraic differ-
ential operator P on M .
Let DM denote the space of densities (with Nash coefficients) on M . The
space of generalized Schwartz functions is defined by GpMq “ pSpMqbN pMq
DM q
1. In [1] the authors proved that the correspondence U ÞÑ GpUq defines
a T -flabby sheaf on ĂM .
Let M be a Nash manifold. We denote by
• DRcpMq: the de Rham complex of M with coefficients in C
8
c pMq, the
space of C8-functions with compact support;
• DRSpMq: the de Rham complex of M with coefficients in SpMq, the
space of Schwartz functions;
• DR´8pMq: the de Rham complex of M with coefficients in classical
generalized functions, i.e. functionals on compactly supported densi-
ties;
• DRGpMq: the de Rham complex of M with coefficients in GpMq, the
space of generalized Schwartz functions.
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Theorem 4.3 (i) The complexes DR´8pMq and DRGpMq are quasi-isomorphic.
(ii) The complexes DRcpMq and DRSpMq are quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. (i) The de Rham complex with coefficients in generalized functions
is finite dimensional and quasi-isomorphic to RΓpM ;RM q. On the other
side, since G is T -flabby the de Rham complex with coefficients in gen-
eralized Schwartz functions is a resolution of RΓpĂM ;RĂM q. We are reduced
to prove RΓpM ;RM q » RΓpĂM ;RĂM q and the result follows from Lemma 3.5.
(ii) Let us prove the assertion in several steps. For ‹ “ ´8,G, we denote
by DR‹pMq
_ “ DR‹pMq bN pMq DM .
piiq
a
It is well known that the cohomologies of DRcpMq and DR´8pMq
_
are finite dimensional and dual to each other.
piiq
b
The complex DRSpMq is dual of DRGpMq
_ as a complex of DFN
spaces, hence by Lemma 4.2 the cohomology groups of DRSpMq are
finite dimensional.
piiq
c
By (i) and piiq
b
,DRSpMq is quasi-isomorphic to the dual ofDR´8pMq
_.
Hence by piiq
a
DRcpMq and DRSpMq are quasi-isomorphic. l
As usual, we denote by H‚c pMq (resp. H
‚pMq) the cohomology with
compact support (resp. cohomology) of M .
Corollary 4.4 Let M be a Nash manifold. Then H‚pDRSpMqq » H
‚
c pMq
and H‚pDRGpMqq » H
‚pMq. In particular, they are finite dimensional.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 4.3 and the classical isomor-
phisms H‚pDRcpMqq » H
‚
c pMq and H
‚pDR´8pMqq » H
‚pMq. l
Remark 4.5 (i) After one proves the de Rham theorem for Nash manifolds,
the relative de Rham theorem and the Shapiro lemma will follow in the same
way as in [2], as pointed out by the authors.
(ii) One could also develop an analogue of the functors
w
b and THom
of [8] in this setting and obtain a further generalization of the de Rham
theorem.
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